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Early Cable Television: Era of Regulated Prices (pre-1996)
Starts in 1950’s as way to send network broadcast via cable to rebroadcast
signal to rural markets
Local franchise markets set up as natural monopoly in early 1980s
-- high fixed costs of laying initial cable (and dish)
-- franchise has a local community committee it must address and
prices are regulated
In late 1970’s explosion of networks begins as the ability to deliver more
channels to households increases with cable delivery.
In the 1990s Congress becomes increasingly frustrated that a second cable
company has not entered.
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Telecommunications Act of 1996
In response to the lack of entry of a second (or overbuild) cable company,
Congress passed TA of 1996.
Removes price regulation except on the lowest tier.
Allows entry by telephone companies.
-- some experimentation by Ameritech, ultimately little entry
-- hard to get people to switch
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The Television Market, 2001
Televisions is the #1 leisure choice in the U.S.
-- 98+% households have a television
-- some estimates put television on 4-7 hrs/day
Cable television is the main delivery mechanism for television
-- approximately 70% of market
-- get 60 channels for price of $28
Main competitors in 2001 include two satellite dish companies (16%)
which entered in 1994.
-- very little entry at that point by other cable companies
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2001 BARRIERS TO GROWTH OF DBS
1. Regulatory: Local Networks Unavailable
Flat Terrain:
Hilly Terrain:
10.4% SAT
8.6% SAT
2. Regulatory: Renters Must Get Permission to Install Dish
Owners:
Renters:
14.9% SAT
9.0% SAT
3. Physical: Low Angle of Dish Raises Chance of Interference
High Angle:
Low Angle:
16.6% SAT
10.0% SAT
4. Physical: Multi-Unit Dwellings May Restrict Lines of Sight
Single Unit:
Multi-Unit:
15.3% SAT
6.8% SAT

1996-2002 Cable Prices Increase 4-7%/Year
Stark increase in prices leads consumer groups (e.g. Consumers Union) to
call for the re-regulation of cable prices.
Cable companies claim programming costs are increasing rapidly.
Cable companies also claim they face stiff competition in the industry in
the form of the two satellite dish companies.
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“Consumer Gains from Direct Broadcast Satellites and the
Competition with Cable TV”, Goolsbee and Petrin (2004)
Estimate the own- and cross-price elasticities of cable and satellite
demand
--cross-price elasticity a measure of substitution between the two
products
--own-price elasticity a measure of substitution across all goods
Forecast the price response to cable as a function of satellite presence.
Calculate the benefits to satellite and cable subscribers of the entry of
satellite dish.
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Overview of Empirical Approach
• Use data on individual choices linked to demographics and
cable franchise characteristics to estimate a model of
television choice
• Estimate cable and satellite demand curves using variation
in cable prices across markets
– Holding satellite price fixed, how do cable and satellite
shares change when the cable price changes.
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from a small change in a product characteristic(like price) is common across
products.19Our approach captures any substitutioneffects between antenna
and satellite arisingbecause of differencesin the price or numberof channels,
and the results suggest that the substitutionbetween antenna and satellite is
quite small.
4. DEMAND SPECIFICATION

Given the discrete nature of household-level demand,we choose a discrete
choice demand specification. We index our specification by household (n),
product (j), and franchise(market) area (m).20The price and attributesof the
productsvary over M market areas. The productprice and product attributes
we observe in the data are denoted pmj and xmj.For example, Xm,Base contains
the characteristicsof expandedbasic for the local cable franchisesuch as channel capacity,whether pay-per-viewis available,and so on. Of course, some of
the attributesof the products and of the consumers are not observablein the
data. The utilitythat customern livingin marketarea m gets from productj is
decomposed into observed and unobservedparts:
(3)

Unj = V(pmj, Xmj,Zn) + enj,

where z, denotes the observed characteristicsof the customer, V(-) is a calculable function up to parametersof the observabledata and e,nis defined as the
difference that makes the equation an identity.
Our specification for V(.) and e,j is given as
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(4)

Unj = aoPmj + C agpmjdgn + fXmj +
g=2

L

/jlZn/l + (nmj + Enj).
/=1

The price effect common to all households is a0. Price sensitivityis allowed
to vary by five household income levels, with the lowest income group taken
as the base, and the dummyvariable dgn equal to one if household n is in income group g and zero otherwise. Thus, the price coefficient for a household
in the lowest income group is a0 while that for a household in a higher income
group is a0 + ag.21 We also include product-specificconstants for each of the
9Notethat assumingan equal effect on utilityfrom raisingprice by one dollaracrossproducts
is not the same thing as assumingan equal effect of raisingprice on demandacrossproductssince
this is a discretechoice setting.
20Themore correctbut more cumbersomenotation would be to write m(n) as the marketin
which n resides.
21Wetried many alternativespecifications,includingproductspecific income coefficients,income group dummyvariablescombined with the product specific coefficients, and also leaving
the income effects out entirely.All of these approachesyielded almost identicaldemandresults.
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alternativesin each of the markets (in the xmj).In addition, for each product j, these constants are interactedwith L demographicvariables-given by
the term E=1 f13jz,,- which permits demographicsto affect purchaseprobabilities for each of the four productsdifferently.22
The error term enjis given in parentheses in terms of its two components
Smjand Enj. :mjrepresents the market area-wide average value of omitted attributes and other unobservedfactors (it is constant across people in the same
cable franchisearea). enjis the unobservedidiosyncratictaste household n has
for product j. Household n in market m chooses good j (conditional on z,,
Xmj,pmj) with probability
Snj=

dF(en),

f
nj

where Anj= IenI Unj> UnkVk 7 j} and dF(en) is the densityof this composite
error.
If the omitted attributesof the products, ,mj,are correlatedwith prices pmj,
then enjwill not be independent of the regressors. Ignoring this correlation
(i.e., assuming enj and Pmjare independent) will make consumers look less
price sensitivethan they actuallyare. For example,we do not observe customer
service. Local cable franchiseswith good service will typicallycharge a higher
price and have higher demand than their high price indicatesthey should (suggesting to the econometricianthat consumersare not responsiveto price).
We deal with this potential bias by following Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes
(1998), includingalternative-specificconstants (fixed-effects)for each product
in each area.23Denote the fixed effects as 5mj.When they are included in the
specification, they incorporate the value of all observed and unobserved attributesfor productj that do not varywithin the marketarea, that is, from (4),
(5)

8mj= aOPmj + fXmj + tmj.

Rewriting(4) with these fixed effects,
L

5

(6)

Unj =

mj +Ct
g=2

+
gpmjdgn
,

fjiZnl

+ Enj.

1=1

Since we now condition on the part of the error correlated with price (:mj),
the remaininghousehold error term, e,j, is uncorrelatedwith price. For a very
22Sincelocal antenna reception is the outside good, we make all of the necessarynormalizations to it. For example, since choice data only identifyrelativerankings,we normalize PAnt= 0
and Sm,Ant = 0 for all marketsm.
23SeePetrinand Train(2003) for an alternativeapproachbased on control functions.
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general class of choice models Berry (1994) shows that such fixed effects exist
and are unique.
This approach places few restrictionson either the mean or the variance
of the unobserved quality/tasteerror ,,j for each product, or on the covariance in the errors between products. The trade-off for this flexibilityis the
need to estimate a fixed effect for every product (other than the outside good)
in every market area. In our case this adds 951 parameters to the estimation. In principle, these could be estimated by maximumlikelihood with the
other parameters,but in practice the high-dimensionalparameterspace coupled with the nonlinear environmentmakes locating the maximuma difficult
computationalproblem.
The typicalsolution to the problemis to assume that the errorterm Enjis distributed as extreme value (so when normalizedto the outside good the error
term is distributedlogit). The logit distributionalassumptionreduces computational burden because a closed form solution exists for the integrationover
the unobserved idiosyncraticterm Ej. In addition, for the logit case, Berry,
Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) have developed an algorithm for locating the
fixed effects conditional on the other parameters in the model, so they can
be concentratedout duringestimation.
The cost of the logit assumption,however, is well known. Logit models impose restrictions on the substitution patterns that are often unreasonable.24
Although computationallymore demanding,a probit-typemodel with an unrestricted (multivariatenormal) covariance matrixwill not suffer from these
problems. In the case of television, we believe that allowingunobservedtastes
to varyproductby productand to covaryacrossproductsis crucialfor correctly
estimating consumer substitution patterns. The variance-covariancematrix
adds a vector of five parametersthat we call o-.25
5. ESTIMATION

Our estimationconsists of two steps. First,we maximizethe likelihood function using the household level data and includingthe separateproductspecific
24Seethe discussionsin Hausmanand Wise (1978), Berry,Levinsohn,and Pakes (1995), Berry
and Pakes (1999), Petrin (2002), Train(1986), or Bajariand Benkard(2001).
25Sincechoice data can only identify relative rankings,we again normalize to local antenna
reception,i.e.,
(7)

;=

(6Base

-

EAnt, Eprem

-

EAnt, ESat

-

EAnt)

MVN(0, 2*)

which also is distributedmultivariatenormalwith a variancecovariancematrixgiven by
- 1

(8)

OB,P

OB, S

2* o-=,...
...
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...

.

S _

oTB,pis (for example) the covariancebetween the base minusantennaonly term and the premium
minus antennaonly term. o(2 is normalizedto one.
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dummies in every market.This identifies all of the parametersexcept the ones
absorbed in the fixed effects (i.e., the market level parametersao and 3). To
estimate the a0 and /3, we use a second stage regressionof the estimated fixed
effects on price and productcharacteristics(i.e., we estimate equation (5)), and
instrumentthe pmjprice with a cost shifter (the franchisetax rate) to control
for correlationwith the error:mj.

In the first stage of estimation, for any candidate values of 0 = (a, Base,
0') and vector of fixed effects 5, the probabilitythat household n

f3Prem, Psat,

purchasesgood j is snj= sj(0, 8; Z,), given by
(9)

Snj=

Bj

dP(En),

i

where Bnj= {n I Unj > Unk Vk j} is the set of en such that productj provides
maximal utility. We compute it by conditioning on zn, 0, and 8, and numerically integratingout the multivariatenormal errors.26The likelihood function
is then given by
N

(10)

L=

J

Slj(n)
n=l

j=l

where j(n) is the indicatorfunction
n) = l 1 if household n chose j,
'1(n) o0 otherwise.
We do not maximize the likelihood over the entire space of (0, 8) directly.
Instead, in the spirit of Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1998), we concentrate
out the likelihood function and only search over the space of 0. To do this we
condition on 0 and, marketby market,solve for the vector m(0) that matches
observedmarketsharesto those predictedby the model.27The likelihood function value for 0 is then computed at (0, 8(0)). Thus, parametervalues 0 are
chosen to maximizea likelihood function that, conditionalon 0, includes addi26Weuse a frequencysimulatorwith 4000 drawsper household.
27Ateach 0 and for each marketm we use a nonlinearleast squaressearchroutine to solve for
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5m(0) = argmin y((Smj(,
8m j=1

m8m)

j),

where Smj(0, 8m) is j's predicted share in market m at 8m (and 0), and smjis the observed market share from our data. Because the fixed effects exist and are unique, the 5m(0) that sets this

objectivefunction to zero exists and, once located, is knownto be the unique minimum.

The Value of New Goods
Proponents of market-oriented economies argue that they lead to
innovation on the most important dimensions, i.e. where people are
willing to spend money
New goods important for per-capita economic growth.
Computerization. Health care innovations. What is your latest favorite
new good?
Competition to be the first seller of a type of product to consumers leads
firms to try to innovate. The enticement of being a monopolist, at
least temporarily is a strong incentive to innovate.
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Inferring the Value of a New Good
Ultimately comes down to willingness to pay for good relative to the other
available goods in the choice set.
Compensating Variation:
Suppose we took satellite dish away. You choose a new option. How
much money would we have to give you to make you indifferent
between world with satellite dish and world without it?
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Findings on Impact of Satellite Entry
If cable prices and characteristics are held constant at their observed 2001
levels, the welfare gain to DBS users averages $127/year.
Estimate an increase in the price of cable of $4/month without satellite
presence.
If we account for price increase of cable, welfare gain to DBS users is
$175/year.
Cable subscribers better off by $48/year.
None of this counts increases in innovation in response to entry.
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Mergers
• Prohibitions against price/quantity fixing would have little
effect without limits on mergers
• Department of Justice/Federal Trade Commission have
significant latitude in evaluating the merger
• Usually start with the “Horizontal Merger Guidelines”
• Without efficiency gains effect on price is unambiguously
positive, so effect on Social Welfare Function is
unambiguously negative
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Echostar/DirecTV Announce Desire to Merge in 2002
• The two satellite companies announce that they want to
merge to compete more effectively against the cable
monopoly
– Allow creation of dish “monopolist” to compete more
effectively against cable monopolist.
• Argument for: provide more competition to local cable company
– Double the number of markets where local channels can be
provided
– No redundant R&D
– No bidding wars for programming
– Other efficiency gains
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Mergers (2)
• Most important question: what is the definition of the market
– Economics: use cross-price elasticities
• When possible they do
• Given defined market, use Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI)
– “Derived” from simple game theoretic one-shot quantity setting
model
– Multiply market shares by 100 and sum the squared value preand post- merger
• If postmerger HHI
– Less than 1000, no concern
– Between 1000-1800, raises concern if HHI increases
more than 100 points
– Greater than 1800, raises concern if HHI increases by
more than 50 points
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Merger Rejected Because:
• Did not like the idea of moving from two to one dish provider in a
market for which HHI is so large
– 70% Cable, 8% Echostar, 8%: DirecTV, 14% Rabbit Ears
• Concern over the impact on satellite dish consumers not passed by
cable companies
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Recent FCC Actions
From the 2006 FCC report on video competition:
“The FCC finds that while competition in the delivery of
video programming services has provided consumers
with increased choice, better picture quality, and greater
technological innovation, prices continue to outpace the
general level of inflation.”
“DBS competition has not checked cable prices to the same
extent as competition from wireline providers.”
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Cable/Satellite Dish in 2006
Of multichannel video subscribers, in 2008 cable has 68.2%
to satellite 29%.
In 2006 there were 1753 television stations.
Almost all consumers have choice of over-the-air, one cable,
or either dish network.
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Going Forward…
• Nov. 5, 2008: FCC opens inquiry into pricing policies of
cable operators.
– Unlikely that FCC will regulate prices again, but
possible
• Cable can provide telephone, television, internet, and
anything else that can be sent over a cable
– Edge over satellite technology
– If consumers like a single-provider for all, then will
subscribe to e.g. “Comcast Triple Play”
• Number of channels and programming continues to
increase
• More talk of satellite merger again
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